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ABSTRACT 
The Adil Shahi landmarks at Bijapur date from late 

fifteenth to the late seventeenth hundreds of years. These are a 
troupe of 80 little and enormous landmarks including the 
strongholds, entryways, water frameworks and tanks, a few 
mosques and burial chambers and palatial designs. Bijapur 
exists in two concentric circles of strongholds. The Adil Shahi 
landmarks at Bijapur date from late fifteenth to the late 
seventeenth hundreds of years. These are a gathering of 80 
little and large landmarks including the fortresses, doors, water 
frameworks and tanks, a few mosques and burial places and 
palatial designs. Bijapur exists in two concentric circles of strongholds. The external city dividers, 
expanding in excess of six miles with broad channels supported with 100 strongholds it was worked to 
oblige substantial mounted guns. Its passage entryways are gotten to over intensely angled extensions, of 
which just two endure. 
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INTRODUCTION : 
The nine 'Adil Shahi heads of 
Bijapur are gathered in an 
amazing show of dynastic 
history. Dynastic memories 
pause, also, in the depiction of 
far away seas, for in earlier 
days the domain connected 
with the Arabian Sea and 
included Goa. The picture was 
painted for the youth at the 
right, Sultan Sikandar, the last 
head of Bijapur, who gained the  

elevated place at four years of 
age in 1672. Bijapuri pictures are 
regularly expressive, lovely, even 
remarkable, yet this by and large 
late work reflects the effect of 
Mughal naturalism in the delicate 
portrayals. The most surprising 
milestones inside the fortress 
include: the GolGumbaz and 
various plans inside its 
guaranteed area, Ibrahim Rouza, 
Jehan Begum Tomb, Ainapur, 
Ain-ul-Mulk's entombment place,  

Ali II Rouza (Bara Kaman), Chand 
Bavdi, GaganMahal, Sangeeth and 
NariMahals, Navraspur, Jami 
Mosque, AsarMahal, Ali 1 Rouza, 
DakhaniIdgah, HyderBurz, Water 
Towers, Karimuddin's Mosque, 
Mecca Masjid, Ramalinga Tank, 
GummataBavdi, Well at 
Ibrahimpur, Mahal in Field. The 
Jami Masjid is presumably the 
best mosque in India. Its yard 
measures to a colossal 9,000 
square feet, later loosened up to  
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11,000 square feet and expected to oblige 5,000 people. Beyond a shadow of a doubt, the GolGumbad is 
the second greatest curve on earth and the internment office of Muhammad Adil Shah. Its square base 
sponsorships a vault some place in the scope of 150 feet high with an estimation of more than 100 feet 
covering an unprecedented entryway of monstrous degrees. Huge quantities of the tourist spots and 
palace structures have awesome divider artworks and ornamentation. 
 
SHAHI MONUMENTS AT HYDERABAD 

Golconda Fort, QutbShahi Tombs and Charminar are the tourist spots that represent the 
QutbShahi Dynasty. Golconda is an invigorated fortress and an early capital city of the QutbShahi 
tradition. It is a troupe of military designs, bulwarks, doors, strongholds, arsenal; strict constructions 
like mosques, sanctuaries; private constructions like royal residences; water frameworks like trenches, 
wellsprings and finished nurseries. The burial places of QutbShahis are a catacomb complicated, an 
illustrious necropolis of 30 burial chambers of the regal family and furthermore a funeral home shower 
and mosques. The burial places have a place with the leaders of the QutbShahi Dynasty spreading over 
the 130-year time frame from 1543 to 1672. The notable Charminar is a stylized Gateway worked to 
commend the establishment of Hyderabad in 1591 A.D. Inside its stone fortresses that is more than 
seven kilometers in length, the Golconda Fort envelopes an archaic Islamic settlement. The notable 
designs range from military and guarded constructions, funeral home showers, storehouses, mosques, 
gardens, private quarters, structures and illustrious courts, exhibiting the whole scope of constructions 
that took into account life in an archaic strengthened town in India. Inside the fortress or BalaHisar are 
the SilahKhana, Naginabagh, AmbarKhana, Akkanna-Madanna Offices, Ramdas Jail, Darbar lobby, 
Baradari, Hammams, Mahals, and imperial courts. 
 
THE ‘MONUMENTS OF THE DECCAN SULTANATE’ 

The 'Milestones of the Deccan Sultanate' is a consecutive property including four section contain 
the most representative, by and large veritable and best directed occasions of Deccani Sultanate tourist 
spots in India. The series displays the model blend of public and worldwide styles of Islamic plan and 
their intersection focuses with the transcendent Hindu designing of the period southern Indian in 
present day Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh,The responsibilities of Deccan Sultanate to creative 
articulation and designing of India is critical with outstanding Indo Islamic milestones created in 
Gulbarga, Bidar, Bijapur and Hyderabad. These regions emerged as critical middle age fortifications and 
walled metropolitan networks of the Deccan Sultanates with a red hot new structure style of the 
sultanate that rose up out of encounters with the Deccan Hindu heartland of the period. Only, all of the 
pieces of Deccan Sultanate cover huge pieces of Sultanate history with Gulbarga creating as the 
foremost capital of Bahmani Kingdoms in mid fourteenth Century CE including its extraordinary 
strongholds, Jami Masjid and supreme internment chambers; Bidar as the accompanying Bahmani 
capital in mid fifteenth Century CE; further headway of the Deccani Sultanate style by Adil Shahi 
organization in the milestones at Bijapur, for instance, the GolGumbaj that stands as the second greatest 
curve in world history; and the last expanding and presence of the style in the QutubShahi tourist spots 
of Golconda fortress, entombment places and the Charminar at Hyderabad.  

Bijapur and their regal homes or nurseries were mostly given water from vaults or springs 
tracked down a couple of kilometers away. Until the fifteenth century water bodies were set inside plan 
traces made of dressed stone. Water specialists coming from Iran and various areas gave novel 
strategies a for all intents and purposes legitimate way of managing land and real genuine components. 
These specialists recently had knowledge in obtaining extra water from endless sources. The use of lime 
mortar allowed them to collect waterproof dams and to send water over long distances.Bijapur, alluded 
to earlier as Vijayapura ("City of Victory") is arranged in the northern piece of Karnataka state. It is a 
medeival walled city striking for the rehashing tremendous Golgumbaz, a mousoleumbult three and a 
half many years earlier. It stands today as conceivably the primary landmark adulating the norm of Adil 
Shahi line that tried amazing Moghul domain for more than a century. The city contains three 
unquestionable pieces: the fortification, the post and the excess pieces of the city. The stronghold, 
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worked by Yusuf Adil Shah, a mile in circuit, is of amazing strength, all around worked of the most 
colossal materials, and joined by a channel 100 yards wide, recently gave water, at this point by and by 
nearly finished off with trash, so its extraordinary significance can't be found. Inside the fortification are 
the leftover pieces of Hindu asylums, which show that Bijapur was a critical town in pre-Islam times.  

The Adil Shahi Sultanate had controlled over the Bijapur plateau5 for a period of 200 years. This 
level is restricted on the north by the Balaghat Range, on the west by the Western Ghats, on the south by 
the Tungabhadra River, and on the east by the 78th meridian6. The Bijapur level is reliably level and 
forlorn except for its rich north-western locale, where inclines climb toward the Western Ghats. 
Masterminded in the "deluge shadow" of the Western Ghats who’s rising above spikes trap most of the 
deluge passed on by the south-western tempest, the Bijapur level midpoints just 20 to 25 creeps of 
precipitation yearly, and is renowned as one of the most drought slanted areas of India. Three head 
streams, all rising in the Western Ghats and spilling eastward, divert this level – in the north the Bhima, 
in the center the Krishna, and in the south the Tungabhadra. Along the shallow valleys of this heap of 
streams, significant dull soils award wide turn of events. In 1561 a Jesuit priest, staying in contact with 
his supervisor in Goa, made the going with assessment of the land among Belgaum and Bijapur city: 
"Having left Belgaum, we progressed in our trips through marvelous territories that spread before the 
eyes. In spots may be found some extraordinary streams, wide locales, much cows: bulls, cows, wild 
bulls, sheep and goats; a ton of arrangements: corn, jowar, grains, oils, cotton.The ideal representation 
of a combination of certainty, culture and heritage, Bijapur (by and by called Vijayapura) in North 
Karnataka is known for its critical recorded milestones worked during the Adil Shahi custom (1489-
1686). Think radiant burial places, minarets, mosques and posts that return you to the hours of days 
gone by. Tragically, since the reins of the city kept on evolving hands, there are only a little bundle of 
milestones left in the city that you should visit for a cut of history and dazzling plan. Here are some of 
them:  

The most wonderful mausoleum in the city is that of the seventh head of the organization, 
Mohammed Adil Shah. With a space of 18,222 sq. ft, the GolGumbaz has the separation of being the 
second greatest space covered by a curve in the world (the first being the St. Peter's Basilica in Rome). It 
moreover has the 'Mumbling Gallery' inside the burial chamber, where the mildest sounds can be heard. 
Do whatever it takes not to go here with someone who knows the spoilers to your #1 TV show. 
Acknowledged to be the internment place that was the inspiration driving the renowned TajMahal, 
Ibrahim Roza is the mausoleum of Sultan Ibrahim Adil Shah II and his sovereign. The plan is worked out 
of a lone piece of rock, and the intricate carvings on its minarets and entryways set it a class isolated. 
Arranged around 2 kms from Bijapur, Bara Kaman is the deficient mausoleum of Ali Adil Shah II and his 
sovereigns. In spite of the way that nobody knows why it was left inadequate, it is conjectured that the 
improvement was ended considering the way that the shadow of the Bara Kaman would contact that of 
the GolGumbaz. Regardless, there is something torturing beautiful concerning the spot and its seven 
bends. Worked by Adil Shah to praise his victory in the Talikota battle, the Jumma Masjid is the greatest 
mosque in the region, crossing more than 10,000 sq. ft. Circled by 33 curves, the focal point of the 
mosque has a wellspring, a hall and another vault. Peculiarly, the entryway of the mosque was arranged 
by the last Mughal sovereign, Aurangzeb himself. The stronghold may be deteriorating in ruins today, 
but at one point, it was the topic of the town and was worked by Yusuf Adil Shah, the creator of the Adil 
Shah organization himself. Walk around the stronghold and you'll end up looking at zeniths and guns 
from each point. There are five huge sections and it is said that it used to be checked by 2000 men, 
notwithstanding 1000 guns made of metal and iron! Worked by Mohammed Adil Shah to fill in as a 
hallway of value, this coordinated development obviously once housed two hairs from Prophet 
Muhammed's beard. The rooms on the upper story are invigorated with frescoes, and you'll find a 
square tank upgrading the front. Unfortunately, it's excessively far out for women.  

Bijapur filled in as a capital city and thrived for just about two centuries d uring the standard of 
the Adil Shahis. It tried the amazing financier domain and it nearly covered th e entire south India. After 
the lessening of the Adil Shahi custom the city ignored to Aurangazeb and remained in some spotlight 
for relatively few additional years. During the British standard most of the significance of Bijapur was 
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done. Some remark that the city is less visited by visitors owing t o its geological region and defenseless 
organization. Notwithstanding, it is unusual that a city which was picked n as a capital numerous 
hundred years earlier and was focal point of action needs to get such explanation for the state it is in 
today. On the off chance that you by one way or another figured out how to walk around the city of 
Boston, a red way stepped al l over the town takes you to various critical achievements. The 'Boston tea 
- party' is still particularly secured. Exactly when you show up at the downtown area, a piece of the old 
records of Boston are authorized on a consistently b asis not only to draw in the visitors yet 
notwithstanding educate them. It is a pity that nothing is done to save our own arrangement of 
encounters because of the imprudent complement on non - issues like programming industry, and so 
forth Insurance should be seen as a theory just as a source to make wealth. If metropolitan regions like 
Bijapur are taken as relevant investigations and fitting theory is made, it is achievable to restore their 
marvels and attract visitors in order to show them and in doing as such acquire money to help the city. 
It requires effort and money. In any case, even more fundamentally, it needs will of the Government. 
Notwithstanding the State Government anyway that o f the Center. It barely takes care of business to 
broadcast a few tourist spots as open assets and bring them und er the arms of archeological society of 
India. Possibly, the whole city ought to be seen as a site to defend, for you to walk around the city even 
today, there is sufficient affirmation that it is so. 

 
MAIN FEATURES OF ARCHITECTURE AND MONUMENTS OF ADIL SHAHI OF BIJAPUR  

The basic arrangements of Adil Shahi are highlight on minarets in tendency to various or huge 
curves, decorating of milestones through surface upgrade and innovative railings. The new pattern of 
configuration is perceptible in the designs worked during the standard of Ali I like Jami Masjid, 
GaganMahal and AnandMahal. In any case, rubble and mortar used in these early advancements were 
after a short time displaced by cleaned stone and the local or neighborhood contemplations particularly 
in the construction of caves were embraced. A couple of improvements were made and earth shattering 
musings embraced. In the entombment place configuration, for example, the square kind continued at 
this point with a pyramidal system which surrendered a more unmistakable play of light and shade. The 
Adil Shahi mosques contained request hallways, the "encasing houses being shed other than in a very 
few cases, their outside including three or five bends". In case of three bends, the middle one was 
normally more noteworthy flanked by more unassuming two. Another gigantic change was in the shape 
and position of the vault. Curve as of now not covered the entire housetop. Its size was astonishingly 
diminished. A piece of progress happened perfectly healthy also, it was not actually hemispherical yet of 
various typesspherical, bulbous, and pyramidal and now and again the vaults had "fixed necks". The 
vacuum thus made was filled by creating minarets and giving "more domed finials at recognizable 
places and focuses". The moldings were maintained in significantly ornated segments, the plans of 
which were procured from the wooden designing of the Hindus. The grid work railing of Adil Shahis 
was excellent component of Indo-Muslim style of plan which made in Deccan. The bend, also, went 
through a change. It was at this point not dashing and had anticipated smooth structures. The Bijapuri 
structures had superbness of their own, significantly ornamented as they are with carvings on stone 
regularly of numerical models yet in AtharMahal we go over frescoes of individuals. Other critical parts 
of Adil Shahi style are level rooftops, pointed and relative bends. 
 
CONCLUSION: 
 The most surprising milestones inside the fortress include: the GolGumbaz and various plans 
inside its guaranteed area, Ibrahim Rouza, Jehan Begum Tomb, Ainapur, Ain-ul-Mulk's entombment 
place, Ali II Rouza , Chand Bavdi, GaganMahal, Sangeeth and NariMahals, Navraspur, Jami Mosque, 
AsarMahal, Ali 1 Rouza, DakhaniIdgah, HyderBurz, Water Towers, Karimuddin's Mosque, Mecca Masjid, 
Ramalinga Tank, GummataBavdi, Well at Ibrahimpur, Mahal in Field.Only, all of the pieces of Deccan 
Sultanate cover huge pieces of Sultanate history with Gulbarga creating as the foremost capital of 
Bahmani Kingdoms in mid fourteenth Century CE including its extraordinary strongholds, Jami Masjid 
and supreme internment chambers; Bidar as the accompanying Bahmani capital in mid fifteenth 
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Century CE; further headway of the Deccani Sultanate style by Adil Shahi organization in the milestones 
at Bijapur, for instance, the GolGumbaj that stands as the second greatest curve in world history; and 
the last expanding and presence of the style in the QutubShahi tourist spots of Golconda fortress, 
entombment places and the Charminar at Hyderabad.In spots may be found some extraordinary 
streams, wide locales, much cows: bulls, cows, wild bulls, sheep and goats; a ton of arrangements: corn, 
jowar, grains, oils, cotton.The ideal representation of a combination of certainty, culture and heritage, 
Bijapur in North Karnataka is known for its critical recorded milestones worked during the Adil Shahi 
custom .Worked by Adil Shah to praise his victory in the Talikota battle, the Jumma Masjid is the 
greatest mosque in the region, crossing more than 10,000 sq. ft. Circled by 33 curves, the focal point of 
the mosque has a wellspring, a hall and another vault. Peculiarly, the entryway of the mosque was 
arranged by the last Mughal sovereign, Aurangzeb himself.The stronghold may be deteriorating in ruins 
today, but at one point, it was the topic of the town and was worked by Yusuf Adil Shah, the creator of 
the Adil Shah organization himself. 
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